Abstract Purpose: Ewing sarcoma is an aggressive sarcoma and is the second most common bone sarcoma in childhood. Disease-specific t(11;22) (f85-90%), t(21;22) (f5-10%), or rarer variant translocations with the involvement of chromosome 22 (f5%) are present. At the gene level, the EWSR1 gene fuses with FLI1, ERG, or other ETS transcription factor family members. Thus far, no Ewing sarcoma has been identified with a fusion to transcription factors other than ETS. Experimental Design: Using molecular tools such as multicolor fluorescence in situ hybridization and array comparative genomic hybridization, a ring chromosome containing chromosomes 20 and 22 was identified in four Ewing sarcoma cases. The breakpoint was mapped with (fiber-) fluorescence in situ hybridization and reverse transcription-PCR followed by sequencing of the fusion partners. Results: Molecular karyotyping showed the translocation and amplification of regions of chromosomes 20q13 and 22q12. Cloning of the breakpoint showed an in-frame fusion between the EWSR1 and NFATc2 genes, resulting in loss of the NH 2 -terminal, calcineurin-dependent control region and an intact active domain of NFATc2 controlled by the transactivation domains of EWSR1. Conclusion: A new translocation involving EWSRI and NFATc2 was cloned. NFATc2 is a transcription factor that is not a member of the ETS family and functions inT-cell differentiation and immune response. Direct involvement of NFATc2 has not yet been observed in oncogenesis. We show that due to the shared sequence recognition of NFATc2 and the ETS family, shared transcriptional control is possible using activating protein complex 1.
Ewing sarcoma is an aggressive round cell sarcoma with various degrees of neuro-ectodermal differentiation. This tumor type is relatively uncommon, as it accounts for f6% to 8% of primary malignant bone tumors, with a peak incidence below the age of 20 years. The occurrence of these tumors above the age of 30 years, or in people of African descent is very rare (1) .
Ewing sarcoma is a model example of solid tumor formation mediated by a specific family of fusion genes. A balanced translocation occurs in the majority of cases between chromosomes 11 and 22, whereas variant rearrangements involving other chromosomes occur less frequently. Mapping of the breakpoint regions has led to the identification of specific chimera genes formed between EWSR1 and various fusion partners such as FLI1 (93%), ERG (5%), ETV1, E1AF, FEV, and ZSG (in the remaining cases), all members of the ETS transcription family (1, 2) . The EWS gene acts here as a promiscuous gene and is found to be involved as a translocation partner in a range of other solid tumor types with a widespread histologic appearance (myxoid chondrosarcoma, angiomatoid fibrous histiocytoma, clear cell sarcoma, desmoplastic small round cell tumor; refs. 1 -3, 4), or even in epithelial neoplasms (5) . Importantly, none of these different histologic entities involves ETS gene family members as translocation partners, indicating the importance of the partner gene involved. The EWSR1 gene may serve as a general translocation acceptor as the result of a genomic predisposition for translocation, caused in part by either active transcription (a housekeeping gene -like function) and/or the existence of sequence motifs predisposing the gene to nonallelic homologous recombination (6) .
Detection of these rearrangements either by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) or reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) -based assays has had a great impact on the diagnosis of bone-and soft-tissue tumors. Specifically in the case of Ewing sarcoma, detection has helped in distinguishing tumors from other types in the group of small blue round cell tumors, especially those with an atypical clinicopathologic presentation.
The translocation leads to the replacement of the segment of the EWSR1 gene that encodes an RNA binding domain with the DNA binding domain of an FLI-1 or ETS gene family member. The transcription of the formed ''in-frame'' chimera is driven by promoter-specific transactivation of EWSR1 (2, 6) . At the protein level, this exchange results in transcriptional activation of several downstream genes controlled by members of the ETS transcription factor family. EWSR1 itself is a ubiquitously expressed gene with yet unknown functions, for which pseudogene sequences have been described (7) . The chimera protein, using the DNA binding domain of the ETS family members (FLI1, ERG), forms a complex through activating protein complex 1 (AP1; FOS, JUN) transcription factor dimer, adding extra specificity for possible sequence recognition sites (8 -10) . Identification of these potential downstream target genes might shed light on the tumor biology of Ewing sarcoma, although only a limited number of downstream target genes has been identified in model systems (11, 12) .
In this study, we describe in multiple cases the identification and molecular characterization of a novel translocation involving a member of the NFAT transcription factor family that results in a novel histologic variant of EWS. By using a panel of molecular techniques, we prove the existence of chimera formation between the EWSR1 and NFATc2 genes. The role of NFATc2 has been intensively studied in immune response, AIDS, and severe allergies, but no direct involvement of NFATc2 in tumor development has as yet been identified (13, 14) .
We prove a direct oncogenic event of a chimeric gene formed by EWSR1 and NFATc2, thereby showing the direct oncogenic involvement of the NFATc2 gene in solid tumor formation.
Materials and Methods
Description of cases. A clinicopathologic overview of the cases is presented in Table 1 .
Primary tumor culture and chromosome preparation. Collected tissue pieces were dissociated both mechanically and enzymatically. From short-term culture, chromosome preparations were made according to standard protocols, as described earlier (15) .
Array comparative genomic hybridization. Array comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH) tests were done according to standard protocols, as described earlier, using an in-house printed array-CGH containing f3,700 large genomic insert clones (bacterial artificial chromosome, P1-derived artificial chromosome, cosmid, fosmid) distributed freely to academic institutions by the Welcome Trust Sanger Institute (group of Dr. N. Carter; refs. 15, 16) .
Breakpoint mapping by FISH probes. Two cosmid probes covering the 5 ¶ (G9) and 3 ¶ (F7) parts of the EWS breakpoint regions in combination with probes on the 20q13 region were used to map the translocation breakpoint. The list of probes and their genomic location is given in Table 3 . Labeling and hybridization of probes were done as described earlier (15, 17) .
Translational Relevance
Ewing sarcoma is an aggressive childhood tumor. It is characterized by a fusion between the EWSR1 gene and a member of the ETS transcription factor family mediated by a balanced translocation. Here, we report the identification and cloning of a novel translocation involving the NFATc2 gene in a variant of Ewing sarcoma. NFATc2 has a described key role in both immune response and neuronal development and also plays a role in the inducible expression of cytokine genes inTcells.We show for the first time involvement of the transcription of NFATc2 as a fusion gene in solid tumor development, which has both clinical diagnostic and mechanistic implications. The NFATc2 gene resides in the critical minimal region of genome amplification in several solid tumors such as breast, colon, and esophageal cancer, and the involvement of this transcription factor as a driver in the development of these tumors could thus be anticipated. Preparation of DNA fibers for breakpoint mapping. To fine map the breakpoint region at the genomic level, cells from short-term primary tumor cultures of L-1231 were collected in suspension. Linearly extracted, stretched DNA fibers were made from cells using the socalled ''halo technique,'' which has been described for high-resolution FISH mapping (18) .
RNA isolation, reverse transcription reaction. Total RNA was extracted from snap-frozen tumor tissues of Ewing sarcoma patients L-1231, L-1857, and M01, and from the cell lines TC32, TTC-466, and EW3 (19) using the Trizol reagent (Life Technologies, Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's recommendations. cDNA synthesis using 5 Ag of total RNA was done with the SuperScript III first strand synthesis system for RT-PCR (Invitrogen) with oligo(dT) 20 primers in a final volume of 20 AL as described by the manufacturer.
Reverse transcription-PCR. RT-PCR for EWSR1-NFATc2, NFATc2-EWSR1, EWSR1-FLI1, and EWSR1-ERG was done. RT-PCR for NFATc2 and EWSR1 for the nontranslocated genes was also done. The Ewing sarcoma cell line cDNA TC32 was used as a positive control for EWSR1-FLI1 translocation; TTC446 and EW3 were used as positive controls for EWSR1-ERG translocation. All PCR amplifications were done in a 50 AL reaction volume containing 20 mmol/L Tris-HC1 (pH 8.0), 1.5 mmol/L MgCl 2 , 0.2 mmol/L of each deoxynucleotide triphosphate, 2 units AmpliTaq polymerase (Applied Biosystems), 0.5 Amol/L of each of the forward and reverse primers, and 2 AL of 1:5 diluted synthesized cDNA. Primer positions were assigned according to reference sequences of NFATc2: NM_012340, EWSR1: NM_005243, FLI1: NM_002017, and ERG: NM_182918. Detailed information about the position, length, and direction of the primers used are reported in Table 2 . Different primer combinations were used. To detect the EWSR1-NFATc2 fusion transcript, the primers EWSR1_731_F and NFATc2_1842_R were used. To detect the NFATc2-EWSR1 fusion transcript, the primers NFATc2_867_F and EWSR1_1561_R were used. As controls to detect EWSR1-FLI1 or EWS-ERG fusion transcripts, EWSR1_755_F and FLI1_1053_R or EWSR1_755_F and ERG_1064_R were used, NOTE: To detect the EWSR1-NFATc2 fusion transcript, the primers EWSR1_731_F and NFATc2_1842_R were used. To detect the NFATc2-EWSR1 fusion transcript, the primers NFATc2_867_F and EWSR1_1561_R were used. As controls to detect EWSR1-FLI1 or EWS-ERG fusion transcripts, EWSR1_755_F and FLI1_1053_R or EWSR1_755_F and ERG_1064_R were used, respectively. To detect the normal NFATc2 transcript, NFATc2_867_F and NFATc2_1842_R were used, and for the EWSR1 normal transcript, EWSR1_755_F and EWSR1_1561_R were used. respectively. To detect the normal NFATc2 transcript, NFATc2_867_F and NFATc2_1842_R were used, and for the EWSR1 normal transcript, EWSR1_755_F and EWSR1_1561_R were used.
All PCR reactions consisted of an initial denaturation step of 4 min followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 94jC for 30 s, annealing at 60jC for 30 s and elongation at 72jC for 1 min, and then a final extension of 10 min at 72jC. Ten microliters of the PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis with 1.5% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide and photographed.
To amplify the full-length fusion product, the Expand Long Template PCR system (Roche Applied Science) was used in a 50 AL reaction volume containing Expand long template buffer 1, 0.2 mmol/L of each deoxynucleotide triphosphate, 3.75 units of Expand long template mix, 0.5 Amol/L of the primers NFATC2-3220-R and EWSR1_271_F, and 1 AL of 1:5 diluted synthesized cDNA. Thermal cycling conditions were initial denaturation at 94jC for 2 min, 35 cycles consisting of denaturation at 94jC for 10 s, annealing at 62jC for 30 s and elongation at 68jC for 3 min, followed by a final extension step at 68jC for 7 min. Ten microliters of the PCR product were analyzed by electrophoresis on 0.8% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide and photographed.
For sequence analysis, the amplified cDNA fragments were purified from the gel, using the Qiagen gel extraction kit (Qiagen), and directly sequenced using an ABI Prism BigDye terminator cycle sequencing ready reaction kit (PE Applied Biosystems) on the Applied Biosystems Model 373A DNA sequencing system.
Cloning. The PCR-amplified sequences of the complete chimera genes L-1231 and L-1857 were cloned into the pGEM-TEasy vector system (Promega) according to the manufacturer's recommendations. Recombinant plasmid DNA was isolated with the High Pure plasmid isolation kit according to the manufacturer's recommendations (Roche Applied Sciences).
All isolated plasmids containing the PCR product were sequenced as described above using standard M13 sequencing primers.
Interphase FISH. For case M02, interphase FISH on 6-Am-thick paraffin sections was done as described earlier (3) . Two sets of FISH probes were labeled using a standard nick translation reaction as described earlier (17) . Set 1, containing the RP5-994O24 and RP5-1114A1 bacterial artificial choromosome clones covering the NFATc2 genomic region, was used as a ''split apart'' probe set to show the rearrangement of the 20q region. Set 2, containing RP5-994O24 on chromosome 20 and CTA-984G1 on chromosome 22, was used as a colocalization probe set.
Results
Histology. Microscopically, the tumor consisted of a compact proliferation of tumor cells admixtured with scattered cells that had moderately pleiomorphic rounded nuclei with coarse chromatin and a prominent nucleolus (Fig. 1) . The cytoplasm showed a granular appearance and was periodic acid-Schiff positive and not diastase resistant. Areas of necrosis were observed, and there was infiltration and destruction of the surrounding bone. Scattered numerous mitoses were found. The tumor cells were sometimes arrayed in a nest-like pattern with slight peritumoral fibrosis. Immunohistochemically, there was expression of vimentin CD99 (Fig. 1 ) and BCL-2, whereas desmin, CD45, CD57, CD56, CD3, CD68, CD117, and S-100 were negative. The strong CD99 and vimentin staining and the absence of staining for a panel of other markers used in the differential diagnosis of small round cell sarcomas supported the diagnosis of EWS despite the presence of atypical cellular features.
Array-CGH, FISH mapping and fiber-FISH, interphase FISH. Based on the array profile, bacterial artificial chromosome clones covering the borders of the 20q amplified regions were selected and tested for FISH. By using this approach, FISH mapping toward the transition of the breakpoint region was done by using pair-wise labeled probes on metaphase chromosomes of case L1231. By using the bacterial artificial chromosome probes RP5-994O24 (proximal, red) and RP5-1114A1 (distal, blue) localized on chromosome 20, a split signal was observed in the proximal probe. The signals were observed both in the ring marker chromosome colocalizing with the EWSR1 gene region -specific probe (CTA-984G1, green) and in the derivative chromosome 14 containing the distal part of chromosome 20q ( Fig. 2A) . Finally, fine mapping of the breakpoint region was done using the fiber-FISH technique with the previously mentioned three probes. This technique allows for breakpoint mapping on stretched DNA with a resolution of f5 to 10 kb. The resulting FISH image showed that the breakpoint was localized within the distal third of the RP5-994O24 probe (Fig. 2B and C) . Based on the fiber-FISH results, the breakpoint was localized within the NFATc2 gene at the 5 ¶ region. The clone RP5-994O24 contains exon 1 and intron 1 of NFATc2 and the distal gene region toward and including the ATP9A gene. The clone RP5-1114A1 is located proximal to RP5-994O24 and contains a smaller region of intron 1, full regions of exon 2 to exon 5 with intron 2 to 4, and a smaller region of intron 5. Based on the length of the fibers and the position of the breakpoint, the breakpoint was estimated to be in the region of intron 2 and intron 3 (Fig. 2B) .
Because no viable cells were available from the additional two cases, array-CGH was done to investigate the genome composition. Array-CGH profiles of both cases showed a highly similar amplification pattern involving chromosomes 20 and 
RP11-155F20 > > CTA57G9 (f8. 22 . A secondary alteration, such as the deletion on the long arm of chromosome 9, was almost identical in cases L1857 and L1231, whereas alteration of chromosome 9 was not present in the M01 case. In addition, an overlapping 14.5-Mb deletion was observed on the long arm of chromosome 20 between q11.2 and q13.2, containing at least 300 genes. A detailed description of gains and losses detected in all three cases by array-CGH is shown in Table 3 . Fig. 3 . RT-PCR and sequencing results. A, RT-PCR results by using a panel of primer sets to detect expression of EWSR1/NFATc2, NFATC2/EWSR1, NFATc2, EWSR1, EWSR1/FLI1, and EWSR1/ERG mRNA sequences (combinations are indicated on the top of each panel; primer sequences are given inTable 2). Samples used these tests: 1, L1231; 2, L1857; 3,TC32; 4,TTC-466; 5, EW3; 6, no template control. Gel document shows a specific amplicon of f900 bp by using primers for the EWSR1 and NFATc2 genes for cases L1231and L1857 (top left). The reciprocal fusion of NFATc2/EWSR1was observed only for case L1231 (top right). For both primer combinations, no amplicon was seen for the control cell lines (TC32,TTC466, and EW3) and no template control samples. Both primary tumor samples and the two EWSR1/ERG fusion-containing cell lines showed expression of the NFATc2 RNA from the normal allele (middle left), whereas expression of the EWSR1RNA was detected in all analyzed samples, except the no template control (middle right). Specific amplification of the EWSR1/FLI1fusion was seen for theTC32 cell line (bottom left) and amplification of the EWSR1/ERG fusion product for theTTC466 and EW3 cell lines (right bottom). B, partial sequence chromatogram showing the junction of the EWSR1and NFATc2 genes (dashed line). The fusion between exon 8 of EWSR1and exon 3 of NFATc2 resulted in an in-frame transcript, as shown by the resulting amino acid sequence above the sequence readout. C, RT-PCR using a primer combination to detect the presence of the EWSR1/NFATc2 fusion product in the three samples with available frozen tissue. Samples used these tests: 1, L1231; 2, L1857; 3, M-01; 4,TC32; 5,TTC-466; 6, EW3; 7, no template control. D, interphase FISH using overview using two sets of FISH probes, case M-02. Left, set 1RP5-994O24 and RP5-1114A1BAC clones covering the NFATc2 genomic region were used as a ''split apart'' probe set to show the split and amplification of the green signal on chromosome 20q (arrowhead, normal cell with colocalizing signals). Right, set 2 consisting of RP5-994O24 on chromosome 20 and CTA-984G1on chromosome 22 was used as a colocalization probe set. Colocalization and amplification of the EWSR1and NFATc2 regions is visible (arrowhead, normal cell with separated signals).
RT-PCR, sequencing, and cloning. Using fiber-FISH results, primers were designed for RT-PCR. A reverse primer located in exon 5 of the NFATc2 gene and a forward primer located in exon 6 of the EWSR1 gene were selected. Because in the normal genome, no such gene construct is transcribed, this primer combination was considered to be specific for the chimera cDNA sequences only. With the RT-PCR reaction, a PCR fragment of f900 bp was obtained (Fig. 3A) . Direct sequence analysis proved that the fragment was a hybrid cDNA containing sequences from EWSR1 (22q12.2) and NFATc2 (20q13). Detailed analysis of the sequence showed a junction between the 3 ¶ end of exon 8 of EWSR1 and the 5 ¶ end of NFATc2 exon 3, forming an in-frame transcript (Fig. 3B) . Primers to amplify and clone a full-length chimera cDNA were designed, followed by cloning of the amplified product into a plasmid vector (Genbank accession: L1231: FJ573259, L1857: FJ573260, M-01: FJ573261). Further analysis of the chimera sequence revealed an in-frame sequence that could be translated to an 859-amino-acid protein sequence (Fig. 3B) .
Purely based on their histologic appearance, three additional clinical cases were identified (L1857, M-01, and M-02). For case M-01, a limited frozen sample was available; for M-02, only FFPE material was available. RT-PCR was done on cases L1857 and M-01, whereas interphase FISH was done on M-02. By using RT-PCR, the presence of the very same translocation was detected in both cases, whereas no product was formed using the primer combination for the EWSR1/FLI1 or EWSR1/ERG chimera sequences. As controls, we used the cell lines TC32, containing EWSR1/FLI1, and TTC466 and EW3, containing EWSR1/ERG rearrangements. Expression of the wild-type EWSR1 was found in all samples and cell lines (Fig. 3A) .
To investigate the presence of an expressed reciprocal gene product derived from the NFATc2/EWSR1 fusion, an additional RT-PCR reaction was done using the NFATc2_867_F and EWSR1_1561_R primer combination. An amplified product was observed only from case L1231, and not from the other two cases (Fig. 3A) .
Sequence analysis. In all cases, an in-frame chimera was formed. Translation of the sequences to proteins resulted in chimera protein sequences containing the COOH-terminal region of EWSR1, coded by the first eight exons, and the NH 2 -terminal region of NFATc2, coded by exons 3 to 10 ( Fig. 3B and 4A) .
The resulting fusion protein lacks the COOH-terminal RNA binding domain of EWSR1 and the NH 2 -terminal transactivation domain and regulatory domain of NFATc2, containing both the conserved phosphorylation sites and nuclear localization signal (NLS; Fig. 4B ). The region of the EWSR1 protein coded by exon 8 provides a strong, highly conserved NLS (amino acids 314-323) to the fusion with the RGGR-GGGRG sequence, allowing for nuclear localization of the fusion product without any retained control from the NFATc2 protein (Fig. 4B) .
Interphase FISH. For case M-02, only FFPE samples were available for testing by interphase FISH. Two sets of FISH probes were labeled to detect (a) the breakpoint within the NFATc2 gene region as a split of the signal by using RP5-994O24 and RP5-1114A1 clones and (b) the presence of translocation between the proximal, amplified NFATc2 region and the proximal EWSR1 region using the RP5-994O24 and CTA-984G1 clones. A split of the signal using set 1 and colocalization of the signal using set 2 was observed (Fig. 3) . Similarly, the other cases detected by array-CGH, amplification of the proximal EWSR1, and the proximal NFATc2 region were also observed.
Diagnostic relevance. By using RT-PCR reactions, we showed that the selected primer combination specifically detects the presence of the transcribed fusion product. Furthermore, we proved that the selected FISH probe set can be used as a reliable diagnostic tool to detect the presence of the translocation and amplification in interphase cells if only archived samples are available.
Discussion
In this study, we describe the identification and cloning of a novel translocation involving the NFATc2 gene in a histologic variant of Ewing sarcoma. We show for the first time the involvement of NFATc2 in tumor development as a fusion gene. NFATc2 (MIM: 600490; nuclear factor of activated T-cells, cytoplasmic, calcineurin-dependent 2, also known as NFAT1 or NFATp) is a transcription factor that has a described key role both in immune response and in neuronal development (13, 14, 20) . It also plays a role in the inducible expression of cytokine genes in T cells, especially in the induction of the interleukin 2, interleukin 3, interleukin 4, tumor necrosis factor-a, and granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (21, 22) . Tumor immunologic aspects of Ewing sarcoma have recently attracted attention. Ewing sarcoma, particularly in the advanced stage, frequently shows a complete or partial absence of both classes of HLAs. 4 This may affect both immune surveillance and the efficacy of cellular immunotherapy. It was shown, however, that natural killer cells recognize and are able to lyse Ewing sarcoma cells via the NKG2D and DNAM-1 receptor pathways (23) . It is thought that this interaction is promoted predominantly by activating signals in Ewing sarcoma cells. Interestingly, Ewing sarcoma cell lines express cFLIP but are resistant to CD95/Fas -mediated apoptosis when caspase-8 expression is lacking. In primary Ewing sarcomas, including metastases, cFLIP was abundantly expressed; however, caspase-8 showed more intertumoral and intratumoral variation (24) . Whether NFATc2 or homologous acting gene fusions play a role in immunomodulation in Ewing sarcoma requires further study.
The function of the NFATc2 protein is controlled by Ca 2+ signal-dependent activation by calcineurin. Dephosphorylation of the inactive, phosphorylated, cytoplasmic protein in turn results in nuclear translocation and functional activation of the protein. This activated NFATc2 protein forms a complex with AP1, a complex formed by the fos and jun proteins (13, 25) . Both AP1 and NFATc2 are capable of recognizing a specific DNA sequence in promoter regions, which results in concerted regulation of gene expression. Notably, the ETS family of transcription factors, similarly to NFAT, forms a transcription complex with AP1 (8, 9) . NFATc2 is a transcription factor, a member of the NFAT protein family with a highly conserved DNA binding domain that is structurally related to the Rel family of transcription factors. The Rel homology region is characteristic of NFAT proteins (Fig. 4B) , which show no similarity to the ETS transcription factor family, known to be involved in Ewing sarcoma.
In all cases, a fusion between exon 8 of EWS1 and exon 3 of NFATc2 in the chimera gene was identified (Figs. 3 and 4) . At the genome level, the breakpoints were located in intron 8 on chromosome 22 and intron 2 on chromosome 20 in the EWSR1 and NFATc2 genes, respectively. At the protein level, the EWSR1 breakpoint resulted in the loss of the RNA binding domain region, similarly to other Ewing sarcoma -specific translocations. For the translocation partner NFATc2, loss of the first two exons resulted in truncation of the first 387 amino acids of the NH 2 -terminal domain. This NH 2 -terminal domain contains the control region of the NFATc2 protein, including the calcineurin binding region SPRIET and the activation domains SP-2, SP-3, and SRR-NLS, containing a NLS (Fig. 4) . Inactive NFAT protein, also called preexisting component NFATp, is phosphorylated at these sites and localizes in the cytoplasm. Upon external stimuli, calcineurin-mediated dephosphorylation of NFAT results in configuration changes and exposes the NLS. In the nucleus, NFATc2 protein forms a complex through the Rel homology region (DNA binding domain) with the AP1 transcription complex and subsequently activates gene expression (20, 21) . The identified chimera contains a full, intact RHR and a second (weaker) NLS in the COOH-terminal region; therefore, a constant activation of the transcription factor through the RHR is possible. In case of translocation, EWSR1 is thought to operate as a promoterspecific transactivator (6) . The expression of the chimera gene is driven by the EWSR1 promoter, abrogating the self-regulatory loops of NFATc2. Interestingly, in this novel translocation, the SRR -NLS of NFATC2 has been replaced by a highly conserved NLS of the EWSR1 protein (RGGRGGGRG) located in exon 8 of the EWSR1 gene, facilitating uncontrolled nuclear translocation of the fusion protein (Fig. 4B) .
Because transcription factors are known to have high sequence specificity, resulting in restricted and recognizable tumor appearance, an Ewing sarcoma -like phenotype would not be expected. Furthermore, additional target sequence specificity is added both for ETS members and for NFAT by forming a complex AP1 (heterodimer of fos and jun proteins). This cooperative action has been well documented both for ETS-AP1 (8), ERG-AP1 (9), and more interestingly for EWSR1/ FLI1-AP1 (10) and NFAT-AP1 (25) . It has been shown that both NFAT and ETS transcription factors interact with the bZIP motifs of the Fos-Jun complex (9, 10, 25, 26) . Intriguingly, when comparing the sequence recognition patterns of these two gene families (ETS and NFAT), an overlap of the core consensus sequence was observed. The consensus sequence for the ETS family contains a core domain of GGAW (W is a wobble for A or T), whereas the conserved core domain for NFAT is WGGAAANHN (H is not G, N is any of the four nucleotides). There is complete overlap between the core domain of ETS and NFAT for the GGAA sequence variant. Because both genes use the AP1 complex for higher specificity of target recognition, we have performed in silico target identification by using the CHIP MAPPER tool and database (27) . By using EWSR1-FLI1 regulated genes described in the literature, such as ID2, MNFG, and PGDFC, we were able to identify sequence motifs shared both for ETS and NFAT binding in combination with AP1 sites, which supports the possibility of shared downstream regulation. Several ETS transcription factors could be coexpressed within the same tissue, showing that over half of the 27 paralogues of human ets genes are expressed ubiquitously (28) . Remarkably, neither FLI1 nor ERG belongs to this group, indicating their higher tissue specificity.
This in silico test identified a potential NFATc2 binding site at the promoter region of all target genes of FLI1 and ERG in combination with the AP1 complex, which influences the expression of these transcription factors. Similarly to FLI1 and ERG, NFATc2 is not ubiquitously expressed. To investigate the influence of EWS/ETS (FLI1 or ERG) chimeras, we studied the expression of NFATc2 in EWS cell lines. The use of cell lines instead of biopsy samples would preclude the false-positive detection of NFATc2 expression derived from tumor infiltrating and/or circulating T cells and B cells and macrophages/mast cells. In the EWS/FLI1 containing cell line, no expression of NFATc2 was detected, whereas a low expression level was observed in both cell lines with the EWS/ERG translocation, which indicates a potential transcriptional cross-talk driven by the chimera sequence (EWSR1/ERG) in the promoter region of NFATc2.
From the clinical point of view, the fusion of the EWSR1 gene to related members of the ETS family of transcription factors has been used as an auxiliary diagnostic tool to support the histopathologic diagnosis of Ewing sarcoma. The broad sequence homologies between the FUS/TLS and the EWSR1 genes indicate that they are derived from a common ancestor (29) ; thus, FUS could be an alternative translocation partner in Ewing sarcoma. Indeed, cases with FUS/ERG with t(16;21) and FUS/FEV with t(2;16) variant translocations have been described (30, 31) . Some additional cases have been identified and diagnosed as undifferentiated small round cell sarcoma; with the involvement of the EWSR1 gene in combination with ETS family members or without canonical EWSR1 fusion (32) . This increasing number of translocation variants complicates molecular diagnosis. Currently, for negative cases by a RT-PCR designed for the two most frequent translocation variants (EWSR1/FLI1 or EWSR1/ERG), the use of FISH probes around the EWSR1 locus are considered as diagnostic tools. Based on the previously discussed findings, a FISH probe detecting FUS gene rearrangements could be considered. The diagnosis of SRCT with a Ewing-like phenotype without rearrangements of either EWSR1 or FUS genes may further complicate the diagnosis (32) .
Despite the fact that all cases identified by us were from patients older than 18 years of age at the time of diagnosis and that they showed atypical cellular features, the immunohisto- , CD3), in combination with the rearrangement of the EWSR1 locus, justify the diagnosis of variant Ewing sarcoma both at the genetic and histologic levels. One can expect that tumors with atypical immunohistochemical features such as keratin, desmin, or S100 positivity at extraosseous locations in older patients would not be considered to be EWS at all if additional molecular tests to detect EWSR1 rearrangements were not done.
Intriguingly, a highly recurrent amplification pattern was observed in all three studied cases, showing a complex rearrangement between chromosomes 20 and 22 with a 4-fold amplification of the 5 ¶ EWSR1 gene (exons 1-8) and 3 ¶ NFATc2 (exons 2-11) regions. This observed pattern is an unusual phenomenon for tumors involving EWSR1 gene translocations and is reported for the first time. Amplification might be responsible for a gene dosage effect, indicating a potentially weaker transforming potential, but coamplification of adjacent genes cannot be excluded. Similarly, amplification of the PAX7/ FKHR or COL1A1/PDGFB fusion genes have been reported in rhabdomyosarcoma and dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, respectively (33, 34) .
In our study, we not only show the existence of a novel EWS-specific translocation in four cases, but we also showed for the first time tumorigenic activation of NFATc2 by chimera formation. Because the NFATc2 gene resides in the critical minimal region of amplification in several solid tumors such as breast, colon, and esophageal cancer, next to the role described here in Ewing sarcoma, involvement of this transcription factor as a driver in the development of other tumors with or without chimera formation could be predicted. A similar mechanism has recently been described for prostate cancer, involving the TMPRSS2 and ERG gene (35) and other ETS family members (36) .
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